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Respected Parliament,

I wish to submit the following simplistically worded facts for consideration and urgent action:

1. In the last 70 years the human population of the Earth has doubled from 4 billion to 8 billion today.
Extrapolating, in the next 70 years, or less, it will double again to 16 billion, choking our already crowded capital
city. Inevitably the exploding population will create irreversible impacts on all of life, as we humans continue to
manipulate Nature to meet our food, water, shelter and energy needs. Maintaining the delicate climate balance is
fundamental to the survival of all living things on this planet. There is no other planet.
ACTION: Please consider working towards a future based on a secure water supply, low impact efficient
housing and sustainable agriculture.

2. The current selfish and wasteful use of energy and the Earth's mineral and natural resources, creates
shortages and generates an excessive waste disposal problem. Excessive packaging and single use plastics
exacerbate the hazards and disposal. Methane is a potentially is a useful gas, however it is affecting the world’s
climate when released from landfill.
ACTION: Please consider encouraging a future based on low waste and a sustainable recycling industry.

3. Current residential subdivisions waste space. They contain houses that are inefficient in their size, design and
use excessive material resources. The oversized leaky buildings have a high on-going consumption of energy
which cannot be sustained. More appropriate and accessible housing needs to be widely available for all stages
of life to ensure our future.
ACTION: Please consider rewarding the efficient design of holistic suburbs based on community, simplicity
and shared resource living.

4. Social isolation within the population often generates feelings of despair, depression and may be
accompanied physical illness. Small micro villages built on efficiently planned sites containing eco-housing, has
been shown overseas to promote a healthier way of life for all ages. Communal sharing of resources minimises
costs and the impacts on the environment and therefore the climate.
ACTION: Please consider changes to residential planning laws to allow for clustered community housing to
be built.

5. The migration of people into Melbourne, driven by the need for work, facilities and lifestyle, has created a road
transport nightmare. Most of the 5 million cars on Victorian roads are in Melbourne and carry just one person
commuting daily on arterial roads that are regularly creating a stagnant gridlock with associated of concentrations
of air pollution. An affordable or free effective mass public transport system has cost, climate, social and destressing benefits would address the existing situation. More importantly into the future as the population
explodes. Decentralisation must be encouraged.
ACTION: Please consider changes to reduce road based commuter travel and to encourage public transport
by building an efficient rail system. (as in Japan)
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Addressing the causes of the current and future issues, rather than patching up the symptoms is vital for the future
of our shared planet. We have the technology to design a future that is sustainable. Encouraging investment in these
technologies must be seen as not only a viable solution, but vital for our long term survival. It cannot be just based on
the initial cost of implementaion. Please act now.

Peter Clapinski
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